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	Over 90 practical, hands-on recipes to help you build your MicroStrategy business intelligence project, including more than a 100 screencasts


	Overview

	
		Learn about every step of the BI project, starting from the installation of a sample database
	
		Design web reports and documents
	
		Configure, develop, and use the Mobile Dashboard
	
		Master data discovery with Visual Insight and MicroStrategy Cloud Express
	
		Learn with the help of practical, real-life examples and screencasts for every exercise



	In Detail


	Business intelligence is becoming more important by the day, with cloud offerings and mobile devices gaining wider acceptance and achieving better market penetration. MicroStrategy Reporting Suite is a complete business intelligence platform that covers all the data analysis needs of an enterprise. Scorecards, dashboards, and reports can be explored and delivered on desktop, the Web, mobile devices, and the Cloud. With the latest Visual Insight tool, MicroStrategy brings the power of BI to the business users, allowing them to discover information without the help of IT personnel.


	Business Intelligence with MicroStrategy Cookbook covers the full cycle of a BI project with the MicroStrategy platform, from setting up the software to using dashboards in the cloud and on mobile devices. This book uses step-by-step instructions to teach you everything from the very basics to the more advanced topics. We will start by downloading and installing the software and a well-known sample SQL Server database. Then, one brick at a time, we will construct a fully-featured BI solution with a web interface, mobile reporting, and agile analytics.


	The chapters are ordered by increasing difficulty, and each one builds on top of the preceding chapter so that the learning process is progressive. The examples given in this book are practical, and you will be able to see the immediate result of your efforts. We will first cover setting up the platform, including the creation of the metadata and the different objects that are part of a BI project: tables, attributes, and metrics. Then, we take a look at how to create and analyze reports, charts, documents, and dashboards, as well as how to manipulate data with the desktop application, the web Interface, and an iPad device.


	The last part of the book is dedicated to advanced topics like the new agile analytics technology from MicroStrategy, where we cover both Visual Insight and MicroStrategy Cloud Express. Whether you are a database developer, data analyst, or a business user, Business Intelligence with MicroStrategy Cookbook will get you up to speed with one of the most powerful BI platforms on the market with the smallest possible investment of time and money.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Install a complete MicroStrategy server (including a web interface)
	
		Create a project and connect to a data warehouse
	
		Build reports, graphs, documents, dashboards, and interactive visualizations
	
		Configure and use MicroStrategy on mobile devices
	
		Add values to the data with month to date and year to date analyses
	
		Use In-Memory technology for instant results and data discovery
	
		Analyze data in the cloud with MicroStrategy Cloud Express



	Approach


	Written in a cookbook style, this book will teach you through the use of recipes with examples and illustrations. Each recipe contains step-by-step instructions about everything necessary to execute a particular task.
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JQuery UI Themes Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Welcome to jQuery UI Themes: Beginner's Guide. This introductory text will get you started
	with developing your own themes for jQuery UI applications. Starting with the general
	concepts of user interface themes, this book walks the reader through everything from
	the most basic ideas in jQuery UI to more advanced topics such as icons...
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The Best Damn Management Book Ever: 9 Keys to Creating Self-Motivated High AchieversJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Anyone who knows me knows I am a maniacal sports fan. I religiously follow Major League Baseball (San Francisco Giants), NFL football (New York Giants), and NBA basketball (Boston Celtics). My knowledge of useless sports trivia has won me numerous drinks in more bars than I care to remember. I see nothing wrong with Jimmy Fallon’s...
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Radiochemistry and Nuclear Chemistry, Fourth EditionAcademic Press, 2013

	Radiochemistry or nuclear chemistry is the study of radiation from an atomic and molecular perspective, including elemental transformation and reaction effects, as well as physical, health and medical properties.


	This revised edition of one of the earliest and best-known books on the subject has been updated to bring into teaching...
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Mac OS X Snow Leopard Just the Steps For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
Mac OS X Snow Leopard is the newest version of the Mac operating system, with extra power and additional cool features. Mac OS X Snow Leopard Just The Steps For Dummies is the quick step-by-step way to get up and running on this new beast.
    This down-to-basics guide features numbered steps and easy-to-follow screen shots that show...
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SQL Server 2000 Stored Procedure ProgrammingMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Design, deploy, and manage stored procedures in enterprise data applications

SQL Server 2000 Stored Procedure Programming shows you how to use Transact-SQL to design, debug, and manage custom stored procedures, functions, and triggers. You'll learn to manage SQL Server resources using new features of Enterprise Manager, Query analyzer,...
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ADO Examples and Best PracticesApress, 2000
	Based on the author's experience working with front-line date access  developers and development teams at Microsoft and throughout the industry  worldwide  
	Helps you, the developer, choose and implement the best data access  technologies for your project  
	Suitable for newer and for more experienced ADO...
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